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SECTION 179 OR A CAPTIVE INSURANCE
COMPANY – THE IMPACT OF TAX REFORM
By, Randy Sadler, CIC Services, LLC

With the passage of Tax Reform, some mid-market
business owners are “feeling like a kid in a candy
store.” The economy certainly seems to be picking up
momentum and real wages are rising for the first time
in almost a decade.
Tax Reform put even more candy in the store for midsize business owners. The Section 179 Tax Deduction
was increased from $500,000 to $1,000,000 for
qualified capital purchases.
Essentially, Section 179 of the IRS tax code allows
businesses to deduct the full purchase price of
qualifying equipment and/or software purchased or
financed during the tax year. That means that if a
business buys (or leases) a piece of qualifying
equipment, it can deduct the FULL PURCHASE PRICE
from its gross income. It’s an incentive created by the
U.S. government to encourage businesses to buy
equipment and invest in themselves. Like I said,
CANDY!
But wait… is it better in the long run (think long run) to
eat candy…or to eat apples? Which will make your
business healthier and stronger and more likely to
survive economic and business uncertainties? Does
tying up millions of dollars of liquidity in fixed
equipment sooner than your business need requires,
just to get a tax deduction really make sense? If
something goes wrong in your business and you need
to raise cash, will you be able to get full value for that
now “used” equipment? If the economy tanks, will the
value of that used equipment tank with it?

Tax driven decisions are often cases of the tail wagging
the dog. Instead of buying more equipment to save
taxes, consider whether other options (apples) might be
available that increase rather than diminish your
liquidity, reduce your cost of insurance and improve your
business’ ability to survive uncertainties.
In fact, such options are available, and the good news is
that they too have tax benefits. I’m talking, of course,
about captive insurance companies.
Let me address the impact of tax reform on captive
insurance companies.
Below is a brief recap from our article three weeks ago:
1. The initial stated aim of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
was to simplify the tax code, “so most tax returns could
be filled out on a post card.” It does NOT achieve that
aim. While providing tax relief to many individuals and
businesses, the new tax law is anything but simple.
2. All captive insurance companies being taxed in the
United States benefit from the new tax law.
3. “Small” captive insurance companies that make an
831(b) tax election will still be taxed at zero percent (0%)
on their underwriting profits (no change from the prior
year).
4. Unlike prior years, captives now have the added
benefit of having their investment income taxed at the
lower 21% corporate rate.
5. The risk management benefits of captive insurance
companies are unaffected by the new tax law.
6. Captive insurance policies and the coverages they
provide are not impacted either.
7. Fronting, reinsurance, and risk pooling commonly
employed by captive insurance companies remain
unchanged.
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Comparison of Section 179 to Captive Insurance
Companies

For more information, please contact:

The table below compares the benefits of small Captive
Insurance Companies with Section 179 Capital
Purchases for mid-market and small businesses.

Contact: Pamela Romano
Ph: 516-629-9045
Email: promano@independentcaptiveassociates.com

Benefit

Captive Insurance
Company
Premiums

Section 179
Purchase

Liquidity
Asset Accumulation

Liquid
Investment Returns /
Appreciation
Yes

Illiquid
Depreciating Asset

Can Reduce
Commercial
Insurance Costs
N/A

Can Improve
Efficiency & Reduce
Operating Costs
Can Support
Increased Production
Can Be Asset
Protected If held
Separate from the
Operating Company
100%
Up to $1 Million
Maybe

Improved Risk
Management
Operational
Efficiency
Increased Sales /
Production
Asset Protection

Deductibility
Limit
Provides Peace of
Mind
Ongoing
Maintenance Costs
Encouraged by
Congress

Asset Protection

100%
Up to $2.3 Million*
Yes
Yes
Yes
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N/A

Yes, Including
Insurance & Storage
Yes

* Eligible for 831(b) election; Captives receiving premiums above
$2.3 million are not eligible for 831(b).

Apply Brute Force Logic
Just like purchasing new equipment purely for tax
reasons makes little long-term sense, so does setting
up a captive insurance company purely for such
reasons. But for many businesses, the benefits of
building a liquid war chest, improved risk management,
improved asset protection and tax savings that a
captive provides will make captives a compelling
proposition compared with capital purchases that
benefit from Section 179 deductions.
In most cases, some combination of captive insurance
and Section 179 purchases will provide the best road
forward for mid-size and small businesses. Remember,
“an apple a day keeps the doctor away!"
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